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Abstrak
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menguji orientasi pemakaian taq
question dalam wacana tutur she-males sehingga dapat diketahui
kecenderungannya apakah mereka cenderung ke arah feminine
style ataukah ke arah masculine style. Penelitian ini dilakukan
dengan menggunakan pendekatan kualitatif etnografi yang
melibatkan peneliti dalam pergaulan dengan responden di
Surabaya.

Penelitian ini menggunakan 10 responden yang berusia
antara 20 hingga 40 tahun. Pengumpulan data dilakukan dengan
menggunakan teknik in depth interview.

Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa she-males dilihat
dari orientasi pemakaian taq question hanya sebesar 11,75
persen. Artinya mengacu pada penelitian Lakoff menunjukkan
bahwa she-males lebih cenderung ke arah masculine style.

Kata kunci : She-males, taq question,  feminine style, dan
masculine style.

INTRODUCTION

This study was at first to answer Lakoff's challenge in her book entailed
“Language and Woman's Place” within which she circumstantially launches an
interesting statement to look into. She notes down:

“... that men's language is increasingly being used by women
but women's language is not  being adopted by men, apart
those who reject the American masculine image (for
example, homosexuals)” (Lakoff 1973 in Cameron et
al. 1990: 225).

This issue of whether homosexuals are she-males must be treated with
extreme caution. The quated statement by Lakoff is also vague. It is not clear
what position is being proposed regarding she-males language.

The homosexual peer groups investigated in this research are she-
males or female homophiles, who are still sexually paralled with homosexual
subtype. Stereotypically, both are called gay in the United Stated although she-
males personify themselves as “women trapped in men's body (Oetomo, 1991:
5). From the public viewpoint, the differences are stereotypically portrayed as:
she-male is a male with four inch high heeled shoes, skintight minidress,
blatant makeups, and abberance, while a gay is a male with moustache, classy
shirts, men's perfumes, and sissy-like behaviour. Both sexual groups above are
easily identified as men who love males.
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By being obsessed to be women or at least facially alike, these male-
to-female transgendered2 people are typically and obviously transgressors not
only against gender-identity borderline but also gender role as well. In
Indonesia, she-males engage themselves in feminine activities, such as
hairdressing, embroidery, and cooking (Oetomo, 1991). Inevitably, female
lifestyles and mannerisms have been salient objects to be replicated by those
who call themselves “women” (albeit not so genuine), however, whether they
also adopt women's oral behaviour still remains to be as much unknown as
their existence in heterosexual speaking communities.

The statement above indirectly suggests that “female” homosexual (or
typical banci in Indonesia) import female language in the verbal activities.
However, since insofar there is no scientific document with detailed reference
to  support  this  fact  as  an  acceptable  finding,  the  writer  desired  to  retrace  the
general truth over her premise.

Against the backdrop of such phenomena, this study will focus on
exposing she-male speech orientation, whether they are also aware of any
linguistic norms and therefore proceed to adopt female speech as parts of their
new identities as they are now, or prefer not to shed their male privilege by still
adhering to their original powerful language. A person to begin the study will
be based on an interview by Shannon Bell (a pastiche feminist philosopher) to
Kate Bornstein (an American she-male performance artist, actress / actor, and
writer):

Shannon : “What sort of process did you go through to become a
female?

Bornstein : “ ... I went to voice teacher, for example. Every person I
went to in order to learn to   be a woman, to learn
how to ct and appear as a speak in a very high pitched,
very breathy, very sing – song voice and to tag
questions onto the end of each sentence   ... “(Bornstein,
1991).

Following Bornstein's strategy of becoming a woman through linguistic
approaches, the subjects of analysis on tag questions by using local she-males.
This study attempts to investigate she-males language orientation in an effort
to determine whether they are incline more toward, male or female speech
characteristics.

1 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Prior to this study, some researchers have pioneered a few articles about she-
male phenomena, they are: Admojo (1986), Adjie (1992), Dede Oetomo
(1991) and Ary (1987).

Phrase Differences
Tag Question
Lakoff claims that women show nonassertive behaviour by using question
intonation in conjunction with declarative sentences, e.g. “It's a nice day, isn't
it?” Additionally, in using tag questions, women often pronounce declarative
statement with a rising intonation (Lakoff,1973: 54 – 56).
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Pamela  Fishman  (1980)  supports  Lakoff's  claims  that  women  use  tag
questions much more often than men. In fact, women ask more questions of
any kind (Cameron, 1990: 236). Holmes' finding (1984) also proves that 51 per
cent of women use tag question, while 39 per cent of tag questions are
produced by men (Coates, 1986: 105). O'Barr and Atkins' research (1980) and
Jones' research (1980) also proved that tags were used more often by women
rather by men.

Overall, Preisler (1966) found that women did tend to use tentiveness
signals more often than men, including tag questions with past tense but not
past  reference (“That  would be a  good idea,  wouldn't  it?”)  and they did so in
single-sex as well as mixed – sex groups. There are several explanations about
women's question asking, in Cameron et al. (1990), Lakoff furthermore
explains that the usage of tags in their syntactic shape allows women to make a
statement without showing an assertion.

On the other hand, Fishman (1980) rejects Lakoff's perspective that
tags interrelate nothing to women's insecure personality but according to her
tags indicate one of the prerequisites of conversation, technically aimed at
taking turn in speaking and displaying connectedness between speech and
response.

In sustaining her opinion. Fishman relates it to Sacks' work in
interactional perspective. Sacks (1972) notes that questions are part of the
category of conversational sequencing devices; questions form the first part of
a pair of utterances, answers being the second part. On the other hand, there are
also a few studies whose results are different from common findings, that tags
are not linguistic attributes to women.

In 1975, Dubois and Crouch used as their data the discussion setting
following various formal papers given at a day conference. They listed all
examples of formal tag questions (such as “probably industrial too, isn't it?”) as
well as “informal” tags (such as “Right?”, “OK?” as in “That's too easy,
right?”). A total of thirty-three tag questions were recorded (seventeen formal
and sixteen informal), and these all produced by males.

Some research were conducted to confirm this belief in American
society. Siegler and Siegler (1976) tested Lakoff's sentences by asking such
questions below:

(5a) The crisis in Middle East is terrible.
(5b) The crisis in Middle East is terrible, isn't it?
They presented students with sixteen sentences, four of which were

assertations with tag questions, like (5b) above. The students were told that the
sentences came from conversations between college students, and were asked
to guess whether a woman or a man produced the sentence originally. The
result of this test supported Lakoff's hypothesis: sentences with tag questions,
like (5a), were most often attributed to men.

Edelsky (1976) also made similar research using 7, 9, 12 years children
and adults, those categories were males and females. They were asked to make
lists about several expressions, which ones belonged to “male language” or
“female language”. In tags, 9 years old children agreed that tag questions were
both used by males and female, while 12 year old children and adults added tag
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question into “female list” and command into “male lists”. 7 year old children
did not response. The linguists disputes whether tag questions should be
attributed to female or male's linguistic possession are hard to put to end,
however the widespread belief that tag question belongs to female language
also died hard.

2 RESEARCH METHODS
This field research is designed by using qualitative approach. For full six
months, the researchers got along with the local she-males and made in dept
interview observations about their daily lives.

2.1 Subjects

The  subjects  were  ten  she-males  who  were  selected  on  the  bases  of  age,
education, and profession. The respondents ages ranged from twenty to forty
years.  As  the  majority  of  she-males  are  low  educated,  there  is  no  accurate
standard for respondents educational backgrounds, but at least they once
enjoyed a formal education, in a sense that those who dropped out of
elementary  school  had  already  fulfilled  the  requirements  of  this  research.  At
last, the profession are chosen from hair-dressing and prostitution, as most she-
males are engaged in these two areas of earning a living.

2.2 Instruments

The instrument was a set of ten questions, each designed to reinforce the
emotional stimuli of the respondents. This “psychological game” was mainly
aimed at lowering anxiety level of the chosen informants, in a hope that their
oral productions would be more genuine. Such given topics were as follows:
(1) How do you maintain your beauty?, (2) What are your hobbies?, (3) What
are your goals in life?, (4) What would you do if your lover has other woman
(WIL) or man (PIL)?, (5) Are you interested in adopting children? (6) Is there
any discrimination from the society? (7) What do you think about AIDs?, (8)
Are you sure about your identity?, (9) What is the distinction between she-
males and homo? And (10) What is your ideal man and woman?
Besides those, there are several more to be used as background inquires, such
as: education, birthplace, genital surgery, and she-male jargons, in order to
complete the social, economic, psychological, and linguistic backgrounds.

2.3 Procedure of Data Collection
The researchers interviewed the informants at their homes and beauty salons.
In the interview, they were asked to respond to the ten topics, but the
interviewer did not prevent the respondents if they wanted to add any personal-
narrative modes as far as the ten questions had been answered. This kind of
strategy was employed to reduce the degree of tension which usually appeared
during any recording process.
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2.4 Method of Data Analysis
The data analysis is presented in two levels of calculations: frequency and
percentage models.
1. Frequency calculation

Frequency indicates the words or phrases produced by the participants. The
frequency model is presented to display how many words / phrases were
uttered by each respondent.

2. Percentage calculation
Percentage calculations are used to discover the results of she-male speech
orientation, the lexicons/phrases which were used most, and the high and
the low level or a category.
a. To measure the speech orientation
 (the total products of variable / total sentences) x 100%
b. To measure the most occurrence of a lexical/phrasal choices
 (the total variable from all subject / total products in one issue) x 100%
c. To measure the favorite category choices
 (the total products in a category / the total products in one issue) x 100%

3 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Forms of tags which were used by the respondents: Iya? Gitu ya? Lho ya? Ya
toh? Nggak toh? Kan gitu? Ya nggak / ya kan? Kan begitu ya? Toh?
3.1 She-Male Speech Orientation in Tags
The global finding discovered that the tags totally produced by the subjects
were few, and therefore on the basis of male or female speech differences, she-
male discourse can linguistically be clarified to male language (it will be
explained later). The table below will corroborate such facts.

Table 1: Tag's Productivity
Subject Frequency Result

Production of Tags Total Sentences

S1 31 182 17%

S2 41 378 11%

S3 3 103 3%

S4 85 388 21%

S5 2 100 2%

S6 8 126 6%

S7 26 285 9%

S8 79 564 14%

S9 18 446 4%

S10 44 295 14%

Total 337 2.867 11.75%
Resource: Primary data
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By looking at the corpus as a whole, the result of tags from all subjects is
11.75%. This minimal result reveals that in tags employment, she-males do not
always construct their syntax, especially those in interrogative modes, with
tags. In addition, the subjects whose tags are above 11.75% tend to use them in
a  great  number,  in  a  particular  description,  their  tags  products  can  be  found
almost in each sentence they utter.

3.2  The  Phrasal  Choices  of  Tags  Which  Occupied  The  Highest  Level  of
Production

Among tags produced, “iya? / ya?” were opted most by most subjects (50%),
in a sense, among all of available tags, such tags occurred most frequently.

Table 2: Optional Tags
Optional Tags F TP

1. Ya kan? 45 13%

2. Kan gitu ya? 4 1%

3. Toh? 21 6%

4. Iya? 166 50%

5. Gitu ya? 21 6%

6. Lho ya? 15 4%

7. Ya toh? 5 2%

8. Kan gitu? 57 17%
F = Frequency TP = Total Production

Resources: Primary data

Out of three hundred and thirty seven tags, only three hundred and thirty six
were used because one tag (“nggak toh?”) is out of procedural calculation since
its productivity is less than one per cent in total production (0,2%). To better
see which tags selected most by each participants, see the table below:

Table 3: The Preference for Optional Tags
Phrasal Choices S1 S2 S4 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

1. Iya? 58% 58% 55% 50% 61% 13% 78% 77%

2. Gitu ya? 6% 5% 12% 25% 4% 9%

3. Lho ya? 10% 5% 2% 7% 7% 5%

4. Ya toh? 1% 15%

5. Kan begitu? 68% 5% 2%

6. Nggak toh? 3%

7. Ya nggak? 10% 24% 21% 25% 12% 8% 7%

8. Kan gitu ya? 5%

9. Toh? 16% 5% 9% 17%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Resources: Primary data
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The table reveals that seven out of eight subjects preferred using iya?, while
one subjects chose kan begitu as her favorite tags. In addition, S3 and S5 who
are not printed here, since their taq productions are too minimal.

3.3 Discussion

There is a crucial point to pertain related to the influential factors which enable
to cause different production of tags. There are three aspects which can explain
this matter; first, educational background. Low educated she-males tend not to
ask questions a lot, with or without tags. This is due to their limited knowledge
about many issues, thus, they prefer not to deliver their arguments about such
topics. Second, relationship. Close relationships cause the speaker less
reluctant to put forward arguments, in contrast, talking to strangers results
higher degree of reluctance of such activity. Third, inferiority. Inferior speaker
fear of asking or conveying opinion because s/he cannot stand critics or debate
(there are several factors can influence one's inferiority: economical,
educational, and psychological background). The latest point seems to be the
purest clarity of explaining the low productivity of tags. But, indeed, all of the
respondent's products of tags are influenced by these three factors.

Apart from that, it is undubitable that the most occurrence of tags
“iya/ya?” can not easily be interpreted as coincidences in respondents
discourses, but there is, somehow, a typical predilection in selecting this kind
of tag by the majority of she-males. Based on overall observations, most she-
males phrase their thorough opinions with a great expectancy of gaining
positive feedbacks; forcing agreement over personal viewpoints, in contrast,
any contradiction responses (asking ya? But answering tidak) will soon cause
antipatic climaxes towards the interlocutors. There are at least two
explanations of its causal roots; first, any contradiction over speaker's
argument may lose face or embarrass the speaker (or “nyegek'i in javanese),
second, in psychological borderline, most she-males are hungry of respect and
acceptance over their own opinions, no matter how low the critical thoughts in
commenting on one's issue. The idea of “acceptance” remains as bagatelle
points  for  both  males  and  females,  but  for  those  who  are  least  accepted  in
communal interactions, such thing means a lot. Let's take an example from the
corpus:

S :  “ Karena ... ya gitu-gitu perlu modal juga, ya? Kalau modalnya kita
tinggi, nggak papa,  deh. Karena modalnya belum ada ya ... kita
merintis dari pertama, langsung besar  gini, nggak toh?”

I  :  “Oh, gitu ...”
S :  “He eh, ya ...”

From connected speech above, we can see how hard the speaker tries to
convince her interlocutor to agree and disagree with her opinions. Lakoff
(1973) explains about this case as follow:

“Instead,  chances  are  I  am  already  biased  in  the  favor  of  a
positive answer, wanting only confirmation by the addressee. A
tag questions, then, might be thought of a statement is to be
believed by the addressee: one has out, as with a question “.
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Apart from that, to really understand whether in Indonesia tags become
either women's or men's oral subculture, the writer has conducted an informal
survey to re-examine this fact. The methodological test-drive is very simple,
the population is from ten women and they are asked to make informal
confessions which produces tags more, their female or male friends and what
do  their  friends  use  question  tags  for?  And  here  are  the  results,  among  ten
women asked, five of which strictly agreed that tags are produced more by
their female friends rather than male friends. Four of which are not aware of
any conversational process, but two women answered that the usages of tags
are found twice more in their female pen friends letters compared to their
male's. The other two are not certain but unconvincingly answered that tags are
used by both males and females in equal numbers. About the function of tags,
here  are  their  answer,  their  friends  use  tags  as  signals  for  domination  of
egocentric arguments, ending bridge for inviting responses, confirmative
examination about one's opinion, and hesistency (tags used for gaining true
information, e.g. Iya ta?).

The major findings from this survey not only have answered that tags
are still favoured more by women in oral routines, but also elicit further
interpretation from Lakoff's postulate (as hesitant tokens) and Fishman's claim
(as connected-interactional pattern between speaker and listener). Since she-
males adopt those four functions as fundamental prerequisites in establishing
turn-talking procedures, it will discuss them one by one.

As a potential base of argumentative domination, this has been
discussed earlier (see iya? In the second paragraph). As ending bridges for
inviting responses, such tags are designated to welcome new ideas for further
comments. Here is an example of “tags” inviter”

“ ... kita masih mikir juga, kan begitu? Iya kan? Jadi kalau
kita sudah bisa dikatakan merubah kodrat, kan begitu?
Terus kita dalam hubungan seks ndak puas. Untuk apa?
Orang hidup sekali. Iya kalau kita ini akan dikawin, kalau
ndak, kan begitu? Jadi untuk apa, kan begitu?”

From the abundant tags above (note that there are tags which are sticked
continuously), the phrases of “kan begitu”, which end with closing intonation,
cannot be, somehow, interpreted as salient signals for indicating hesistency,
but as an overt symbol of informal invitations for communicative
participations. Technically, the operational exhibitions of tags in this area, in
some ways, can be juxtaposed to Fishman's theory of conversational problems.
The majority of she-males who win a little respect from the general public also
face problematic start to have a chat with heterosexual (like women with men)
so that the greater use of questions are manifested as one solution of this
conversational trouble.

In line with that, such speaker's oriented tags (following Holmes
model) are operated, at certain degree, as a request of confirmation, as follow:
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S : “Kalau homo itu lain, Mas. Kalau homo itu munafik, ya nggak? Lho
kita nggak  dikatakan homo, lho ya? Dia itu munafik, dia itu takut
akan keadaan dirinya sendiri,  toh? Ya nggak? ...”

I : “Iya”
S  :  “Dia itu mungkin sama perempuan juga bisa, itu kan tergantung

kelainannya.”
Note the frequent employments of tags which occurs almost in each

sentences. At this point, the speaker is trying to ask for confirmation that what
is started by her is correct. By looking at her next statement, we might capture
a little impression of persuasion of gaining reassurance.

The  signals  of  hesistency,  as  Lackoff  claims,  may  serve  as  the  best
explanation of the exhibition of tags in this study. The label of “confused”,
referring to transgendered people, does not correspond to a reference without
meaning, but it indirectly explains the psychological instability of those people.
Psychologically, most she-males never perceive themselves either as being
males  or  females,  once  said  (and  her  confession  are,  more  or  less,  similar  to
respondent's):

 “ I honestly never believed I was a man. I don't think I ever
believed I was a woman. Right now,  I don't think I am one or
the other.”
“She-males perceive themselves as a third gender besides men
and women, ... many of them often describe themselves as
“women trapped in men's body” (Oetomo, 1991). However, their
identity choice as an alternative gender also traps them in great
perplexity for being identified as a whole entity.

The transgression of original gender identity and roles has traditionally made
these demi male and semi women are unsure about who they are as much
uncertain as what they are saying. This phenomenon, somehow, is almost
similar to women. However, in our gendered-dominated cultures, she-males
experience twice weaker personalities as the result from the oppressions of
patriarchal and matriarchal culture, in which they find themselves unfit to live
either of those.

The  operations  of  tags  which  are  posed  to  be  a  hesitant  token  can
clearly be seen in many aspects. First, the leaving of declarative statements
(with or without tags) with rising intonation. Second, the quality of hesitant
voice in almost each sentence. Third, the repetitious usages of double tags. In
this sense, not all of double tags clue as hesitant overtones, for some are
activated to be confirmative modes, inviting facilitations, and argumentative
dominations (as can be seen in sentence A) but parts of them are signaled to be
overt markers of doubt (consider sentence B).

Sentece A : “ ... kalau ngomong secara logika, gimana kan nggak
mau diketahui masyarakat  umum toh? Ya, nggak?”

Sentence B : “Kayak bahasa tadi, ya? Mas ya?”
Forth, she-males ask questions for their great perplexity, sometimes they are
asked without any expectancy of acquiring the answers for speakers have
known about them already, e.g. “ ... saya kan dak bisa nari, iya?...”.
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4 CONCLUSION
There is a crucial point to pertain related to the influential factors which enable
to cause different production of tags. There are three aspects can explain this
matter: educational background, relationship, and inferiority.

Apart from that, it is undubitable that the most occurrence of tags
“iya/ya?” can not easily be interpreted as coincidences in respondents
discourses, but there is, somehow, a typical predilection in selecting this kind
of tag by the majority of she-males. Based on overall observations, most she-
males phrase their thorough opinions with a great expectancy of gaining
positive feedbacks; forcing agreement over personal viewpoints, in contrast,
any contradiction responses (asking ya? But answering tidak) will soon cause
antipatic climaxes towards the interlocutors. There are at least two
explanations of its causal roots; first, any contradiction over speaker's
argument may lose face or embarrass the speaker (or “nyegek'i in javanese),
second, in psychological borderline, most she-males are hungry of respect and
acceptance over their own opinions, no matter how low the critical thoughts in
commenting on one's issue.

From the gender polarity, the study of she-males and their linguistic
genres are still much challenging to overexpose, it is due factually to their
bigendered competence whose possession is the undeniable resourses to
interspersely switch their masculity to feminity or otherwise. To certain
extents, the cognitive development in psychological perspective are also
influential for the further development of their linguistic behaviour.

Linguistically speaking, she-males speech is not only psychologically
but socially refined, too. The dominations of heterosexuals in many social
aspects; from education until politics, elicit much problematic hindrance to
she-male colloquial performance. Insofar, the flowing mainstream of sexist
acts to marginalise, trivialise, and repress these minority groups by
contemporary Indonesians has been contaminating she-male linguistic
behaviors, in a sense, less equality to orally express their social condition,
gender identity, and individual freedom also troubles the fluency of making
speeches. In most general cases, like women who suffer from pallocratic
pressures, she-males are predicted to adopt powerless discourse like most
women, but the natural ability of gender-switch roles; from masculine to
feminine or vice versa, contributes the linguistic options in adhering to either
powerful or powerless language.

Answering Lakoff's challenge that homosexuals own an individuals
tendency to adopt female language are proven incorrect in this study, at least in
the areas of tag questions. However, it does not mean that the writer refutes her
observational notion, but some methodological factors may also influence the
result of the finding in this study, one of which is the presence of the recording
apparatus before the respondents. Frankly speaking, by employing different
accesses to collect the set of data, the result can be scientifically different, or
even result a paradoxical achievement.
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CATATAN

1 She-male or waria is defined by Goenawan Mohammad as “... not 100% female but
they dress up, act, and desire like a woman.

2 Transgendered: one who switches gender roles, whether just once, or many times at
will. Inclusive term for transsexuals and transvestites (ECBN pamphlet).
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